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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This document is the deliverable “D1.5 – Notice Board Report” of the European LIFE project
“LIFE-2-ACID_Towards a sustainable use of metal resources in the galvanic industry” (hereinafter
also referred to as “LIFE-2-ACID”, project reference: LIFE16 ENV/ES/000242). This deliverable
summarizes the dissemination carried out by means of notice boards on which general project
information is described to disseminate specific information on the objectives and activities to
be developed during the LLIFE-2-ACID project.
The deliverable is composed on the one hand of the notice boards made by APRIA and AIDIMME
and on the other hand, of the material for offline dissemination such as informative posters and
roll-ups.
The dissemination material has been used throughout the project in different events such as
congresses in which the potential of the technological solution LIFE-2-ACID has been exposed
and in events in which AIDIMME has also had the opportunity to explain the objectives pursued
in LIFE-2-ACID.
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1. Introduction
Deliverable D1.5 summarizes the actions executed to disseminate the LIFE-2-ACID overview,
summarizing goals and main expected results that includes notice boards, roll ups and posters
developed to share the LIFE-2-ACID project.
Notice boards are developed to boost LIFE-2-ACID towards the whole society and used at the
public utility places as AIDIMME´s headquarters and APRIA´s facilities.
All, notice boards, roll ups and informative posters are a unique and powerful marketing medium
because they convey clear and concise information to a specific audience that sees this message
in an enabling environment such as the dissemination congresses or in the offices of the entities
participating in LIFE-2-ACID.
This achieves a high impact of the project that, in addition to achieving visibility and arousing
the interest of potential customers, meets the objectives defined in the proposal in this regard.
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2. Notice boards created
Different notice boards have been designed and printed by both APRIA and AIDIMME.
As illustrated in figure 1, the notice board from APRIA has been strategically placed in the
experimental pilot plant where the project is conducting MBSX tests. The clear design and strong
images make it easy to understand the project's objectives, scope and expected impacts to
achieve. Three effective images are used to illustrate these points. Besides, other key information
such as website, project duration and LIFE funding mention are included.

Figure 1. LIFE-2-ACID notice board on APRIA´s facilities.

AIDIMME's information panel is located at the entrance of the central office of AIDIMME. As
depicted in figure 2. Despite using few images, this panel is effective as it provides a clear
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overview of the project. The objectives are described in a concise list as well as the most relevant
results to be obtained during the project. Moreover, it also includes LIFE-2-ACID logo as well as
shows all the partners involved and founding.

Figure 2. LIFE-2-ACID notice board on AIDIMME´s facilities.
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3. Complementary off-line dissemination material
Additional off-line material for dissemination purposes have been generated during the project
execution. These dissemination activities related to the project objectives and advances are
intended to maximize the impact of the project through the actions described below.

3.1. Informative posters
Two informative posters of the LIFE-2-ACID project were designed and printed to be shown
in different events. They provided an overview of the project as well as a description of the
MBSX and EW coupled process and the most relevant results expected to obtain and was
shown:
i)

in the 10th World Congress on Chemical Engineering (WWCE) 2017 competition for
young students, where a trainee in APRIA explained in detail the proposed technical
solution (figure 3).

Figure 3. LIFE-2-ACID dissemination in the WWCE 2017 student´s poster contest.
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in the 26th edition of Eurosurfas, the International Meeting of Surface Treatment
held at Fira de Barcelona where the project was presented at the AIAS stand with
the participation of APRIA Systems, the University of Cantabria, the Polytechnic
University of Valencia and AIDIMME (figure 4).

Figure 4. Participation of LIFE-2-ACID in Eurosurfas 2017

iii)

In the X Edition of the Industrial Fair of the Community of Madrid, MetalMadrid
2017. he fair brought together the latest in technology, innovation and professional
solutions, being a great commercial meeting point at the service of competitiveness,
and a great opportunity for companies to know the latest technological innovations
and expand their network of contacts. The LIFE-2-ACID project was presented at the
stand of AIAS, where it attracted a lot of attention (figure 5).

Figure 5. Participation of LIFE-2-ACID in MetalMadrid
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3.2. Roll-up
To maximize the visibility of the project in in different events, a roll-up has been created. It can
be downloaded from: http://www.life2acid.eu/wp-content/uploads/2018/06/Roll-up_LIFE-2ACID-1.pdf. The roll-up includes the concept idea of LIFE-2-ACID as well as the project logo and
partners description. Besides, an illustration has been designed to transmit the global concept
of the project and the circularity of the process, as shown in figure 6.

Figure 6. LIFE-2-ACID Roll-up

Furthermore, this roll-up has been continuously used by the partners to maximize project
visibility during dissemination activities and events outlined below.
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European Researcher´s night 2018,2019,2020.

The three editions of the event took place in Santander (figure 7) and the UC staff prepared
environmental education activities aimed at disseminating the concepts of circular
economy, waste recycling and reuse, consisting of the colour drawings. During the two first
editions, the activity was designed for children in preschool and primary education. Due to
the COVID-19, Researcher’s night 2020 was online and the activities were prepared for 4º
ESO grade students of the IES Villajunco.

Figure 7. LIFE-2-ACID in the European Researchers’ Night 2018, 2019, and 2020

-

Workshop

During MARE's participation in the II Workshop "Municipalities facing the challenge of the
circular economy", the roll-up of lIFE-2-ACID was exhibited and the different opportunities
to carry out the transition from a linear to a circular economy were discussed (figure 8).

Figure 8. II Workshop "Municipalities facing the challenge of circular economy”.
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Attendance to fairs

LIFE-2-ACID has been presented at various trade fairs where partners have had the
opportunity to exhibit the technological solution in specialized environments in industrial
applications related to the galvanizing sector or surface modification technology. In
particular, the LIFE-2-ACID project and the roll up designed for it were exhibited at: The
International Machine Tool Biennial 2018 (BIEMH 2018), 32nd International Conference on
Surface Modification Technologies (STM32), Euromembrane 2018, ChemPlast 2019,
Subcontratación 2019, and CONAMA National Environment Congress 2018 “Rumbo 20.30”,
as shown in figure 9.

Figure 9. LIFE-2-ACID roll-up presented in BIEMH 2018, SMT32, ChemPlast, Euromembrane 2018,
Subcontratación 2019 and CONAMA 2018.

-

Specialized events

The AIAS assembly was held in 2018 and 2019, and the main objectives and expected
impacts during the implementation of the LIFE-2-ACID project were presented to most of its
associates, illustrated in figure 10.
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Figure 10. LIFE-2-ACID roll-up during the AIAS assembly

4. Implementation of this deliverable within the action
This deliverable, monitors and presents the activities performed with reference to action D1.5
“Public awareness”.
Dissemination of the LIFE-2-ACID overview, approach, process diagram and expected results
through notice boards or roll ups contribute to the project's broader scope by publicizing its
main features and reaching the specific public potentially interested in the implementation of
the technological solution in their industries.
Roll-ups and notice boards have been positioned in strategical points of the site where the
project has been developed and close to the Visit Centre to give the maximum visibility to the
project activities. The Notice boards report all the project and site characteristics, the Program
Life logo, as stated in communication guidelines providing LIFE-2-ACID key information.
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5. Conclusions
The present deliverable corresponds to deliverable “D1.5 – Notice Board Report. Notice boards,
roll-ups and divulgate posters have been developed where the objectives of the LIFE-2-ACID
project are described through illustrations, so that it reaches the user in a direct way.
To promote the dissemination of the project LIFE-2-ACID, different actions have been carried
out:
 Notice boards: it has been placed a noticeboard close to the pilot plant at APRIA´s
facilities to report the technologies with which it counts the installation. Another
one has been placed in AIDIMME´s office providing the most relevant information
of the project.
 Informative posters: provided an overview of the project as well as a description of
the MBSX and EW coupled process and the most relevant results expected to obtain
that was explained in detail both in the 10th World Congress on Chemical
Engineering (WWCE) 2017 competition for young students and, in the 26th edition
of Eurosurfas, the International Meeting of Surface Treatment held at Fira de
Barcelona
 Roll-up: it has been showed in different dissemination activities to general public
and it has also been exhibited in several fairs, specialized events and workshops
providing information about the project to all the potential interested actors and to
share the innovations of our plant pilot for Zn and Fe removal from SPAs.

The successful execution of these activities has enabled LIFE-2-ACID to attain a relevant visibility.
Therefore, the consortium considers that the actions performed have been very positive for the
project.
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